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The nature-nurture problem is the subject of debates in the life 
sdenms and the philosophy of science. In the life sciences, hereditlarian 
expImations of phenomena are contrasted with environmental explana- 
tions. 1131 the philosophy of science, rationalism is traditionally contras- 
ted with empiricism, or, in modern, methodological terms, deductivism 
takes issue d r h  inductivisrn. The essence of these conflicting explana- 
tions between hereditarian and environmentalist theories, and of the 
contrast between deductivism and inductivisrn, has been described by 
K.R. Popper in the Bucket- and the Searchlight theories of the mind. 
According to the (empiricist) Bucket theory the mind is empty at birth, 
and subsequenltly GBled with informalion receked through our senses. 
Sense experiences form the basis from which general knowledge is 
inferred by induction. According to the (rationalist) Searchlight theory 
the mind is priestructured in such way as to be constitutive of at least the 
form of olnr knowledge, or, in the strongest version, to contain knowlled- 
ge itself. In the latter case sense experience is only a triger-mechanism. 
The fundamental opposition of these theories consists in the contrast 
between two basic explanatory schemes for the acquisition of general 
knowledge: instruction through repetition (Bucket theory) versus selec- 
tion by trial and error elimination (Searchlight theory). 

These views reappear, in all sort of guises, in the philosophy of science 
and in the life sciences. The evolutionary theories of Laanarck and 
Darwin are good examples of the latter. Lamarck" theory is repre- 
sentative of the empiricist strain, as the environment in that theory 
instructs the course of evolution. Darwin's theory is typical rationalist 
as inherited, and hence, already present, dispositians form the material 
of natural selection. As the basic explanatory schamcs of heridiltarian 
(or environmentalist) theories in the life sciences and the deductive (or 
inductive) methodology are structurally relaled, there are connections 
between 9substantial?heories and methodological styles of explanalion. 
Heriditarians will adhere lo the deductive style, whereas environmen- 
talists will prefer the inductive style. These connections between 'sub- 
stantial" theories in the l ik scicnces and merhodolegical styles of expla- 



nations are turther emmined in this study. Therefore methadolog& 
problems and developmeats in the life scienws are studied in detail. 

Chapters 2 examines the contrast between the deductive and induc- 
tiwe style deqlanadon. According to Popper the inductive sQ1e m o t  
predominate in the development el science. As inductive inferences 
camot be logical (and epktcrnol~ca]l)jus~ified~ Popper wncludes that 
all developments in science can be reconstructed in terms of his deduc- 
tive melthnrdoloa. This position k criticized in chapter 2. Besides a 
deductive gtyle, aun inductive style is instihutionajhd in scientific prac- 
rice. This slyle however is not organized as would be expected on the 
basis of the inductive philosophy. The central character of this philoso- 
p h s  i.e. inductive inferences, does not farm an essential part of the 
inductive sQle. Moreover hypotheses are not grounded in observation. 
Crucial for an adequate understanding of this style is the role of back- 
pound theories. As hypotheses are developped by reformulaling re- 
search problems in terms of background or accepted theories, such 
hypotheses are not deduced from a theory, as is the case in deductive 
problernsolving. Background theories determine the rules pf the induc- 
tive style but are not criticized. The essence of the inductive style may 
be accurately described in terms of Kuhnian puzzlesolving. 

This methodological critique of the ideas of Popper is extended with 
a critique of his Searchlight theory of the mind. According to this theory 
all observation statemenls are theory-loaded. However in scienctxc 
practise not all statements function as hypotheses (nor are thcy justified 
by perceptual experiences, as is assumed by the Bucket theory of the 
mind). A further analysis of this problem of the empirical basis is done 
in chapter 4. The ideas of the phinosopher L. Wihtgenstein are used to 
explain the function of representation methods in science. Especially 
the notions samples and rules are of great use since these notions may 
'be used to the explain thc actions of scicntis~s in the local research 
context. Furthermore these nolions may be used to distinguish various 
ways of puzzlesolvping as samples and rules are frequentfy used in 
expcrimenlal practises. 

Wilh the hclp of the rncthodollogical distinclions between the deduc- 
tive and inductive style several developments in the life sciences are 
described in chapters 3,5,6 and 7. First, the qucstion is posed whether 
the opposition between hercditarian and environmentalist theories is 
solved within the filcld of animal behauiour. To answer this question 
Chapter 3 examines two cc~ntruversies between behaviorists and ctho- 
Iogish. It is argued that the dichotomy between nature and nurture L 
indeed solvable through puxzlesolving, although the theoretical contrast 
remains. O n   he level of resrinig hypotheses by preparing samples and 



rules in everimerntat situations, the coinflids bemeen. ctht>ladsts aad 
behaviorists are superseded. However the theoretical contrast remains 
as heriditarian and environmentalist thleori~es still function as beck- 
ground knowledge for interpretaliozrs of concrete data. This e ~ l a i n s  
why scientists are often seduced to the nature-nurture dichoton~y when 
they are invited to discuss the nature-nurture problem in theoreti4 
terns. It is no coincidence that the so-called interactiomisr hypothesis is 
defended with reference to experimental realism. 

Chapters 5 and 6 examine differences in developments in the life 
science, the natural sciences and the behaviourall sciences. Controver- 
sies in the borderlands between sociobiollogy and ctholog, and between 
proponents of the biological and chemiczul approach within immuruolo- 
gy8 are discussed. The usefulness of the distinction between the deduc- 
tive and inductive style for analyzing controversies is illnstrated by 
relating this distinction to opposing approaches in the life science, as 
the opposition between ultimate-causal theories and proximate-causal 
theories, and the contrast bctween structuralist and functionalist appro- 
aches. The specific connections between such approaches and metho- 
dological styles are discussed and the consequences of these contucc- 
ticins for the naturc-nurture problem are analyzed. Although such corn- 
nections do result in contrasting theories, samples may enhancc consen- 
sus among representatives of opposing theories. The way samples cn- 
hrance consensus however dirfers per specialty: within immunology for 
example samples are experimentally created while this is lacking in 
ethology and sociobiology. 

Chapter 7 examines the use of  he notions samplcs and rules far the 
explanation of differences between developments in the life science and 
the behaviaural sciences. It is argued that ethologists have a special 
position within the behaviaural sciences, which is made possible by lone 
of the logical spaces of [he concept o l  cnaotion. As enlotions have 
characlteristic expressiot~s in [he behaviour uT man and animals, enholo- 
gists are in the priviliged position to study the species-characteristic 
e~ress ions  of emotions. This explaimls why elhologists are able lo 
develop evolutionary puzzllcs. PsychoUogists, by conlrast, do no1 sludy 
intelligent behariour in an ethological manner. Spcciric conlrovcrsies, 
as the controversy betwcen bchavioris~s and mentalists, may be passed 
byetholo@sts, but still haunts psychologisfs as samplcs for psychological 
phenomena, which might enhance agrcerncnt in debates, arc lacking. 

It is coIlcluded that the natmrc-nurture problem is far more complex 
as might be expected on the basis of Popper" B~tcket- and ~eazchlight 
theories of the mind. Chapter 8 exarnines this increase in complexity. 
Specific in nature-nurture debates are systematically explai- 



ned in kcrrns of the mdhodologiml Omework develo~pped in this study. 
Finally the current stale of the nature;-nurture prablem h discussed. It 
L mnclzaded that the nature-nurture problem i s  ~~Evable as an ernpir id 
puzje, but remains however a wntroverrsial problem. 




